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Abstract—Over many decades lines on hands used for astro-
logical and numerology analysis because there is a trust that
Lines never lie. Dorsum of the hand can be very useful in
personal identification but yet it has not that much extensive
attention. Single scan of dorsum hand can give two biometric
traits finger-knuckle and finger nail. This paper presents an
approach to combine Finger-knuckle and finger-nail features.
Finger nail biometric is considered as quite unique biometric
trait hence we combine this trait with finger knuckle.Finger-
knuckle features are extracted using Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC) technique and the features of finger-nail are
extracted from second level wavelet decomposition. We combined
these features using feature level fusion and feed forward back-
propagation neural network for classification. The performance of
the system has been tested on our own KVKR- knuckle database
that includes 100 subjects dorsal hands. Evaluation results shows
that increase in training set gives increased performance rate.
The best performance of the proposed system reaches up to 97%
with respective training of 90% of total dataset.

Keywords—Multimodal biometric; Finger-knuckle; Finger-nail;
MFCC; Backpropagation neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is more important to identify spoof person or unknown
criminals at any crime. Therefore, it is crucial to utilize the
latest human identification techniques. Dorsal aspect of human
hand is having many unique features [1], like top knuckles,
middle knuckles, base knuckles, hand veins shape or nail
shape. The joint from phalanx bones of human hand generate
distinct texture patterns on the finger back surface also known
as dorsum of the hand[2].Figure (1) shows the dorsal of hand.
Knuckle features are considered unique and finger-nail features

Fig. 1. Dorsal aspects of human hand from KVKR-Knuckle Database

are considered as distinct as others and hence somewhat

useful for identification purposes. Thus in this research work
knuckle biometric traits are being used and fingernail is used as
supportive biometric traits because it is less accurate. Finger-
Knuckle-Print and Fingernail identification can plays an impor-
tant role in crime scene. The texture pattern produced by the
finger knuckle bending is highly unique [3 4]. Finger-knuckle-
prints (FKP), which refers to the inherent skin patterns of the
outer surface around the phalangeal joint of one’s finger, is a
new member of the biometrics family. It has high capability
to discriminate different individuals [5]. Fingernails have been
proposed as a means of personal identification by a number
of researchers. Human fingernails bear longitudinal ridges on
both their upper surfaces [6, 7]. As per literature survey and
available information we find four main shape were identified
that are broad and square, short wide nail, almond shaped nail,
very small square nails [8] following figure (2) show a general
nail shape.

Fig. 2. General nail shape

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In our research we proposed the new view of biometric
that a hand based biometric on the basis of finger knuckle and
fingernail. We concentrate on four dorsal fingers except thumb.
The finger-knuckle and finger-nail extracted on the basis of
ROI Extraction algorithm. The performance of the system is
varying on the database quality so, to improve the quality
of the images, enhancement has been done. In the proposed
multimodal biometric recognition system we extract the feature
of finger knuckle using Mel Frequency Cepstarl Coefficient
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and fingernail using wavelet decomposition. The flow of the
proposed system is detailed is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Work flow of proposed multimodal biometric system.

A. ROI(region of interest) Extraction

Dorsal surface of the hand having many key features like
Knuckle crease, fingernails longitudinal ridges, nail lunule
shape and Hand vein have been used for verification. At the
first stage of preprocessing we crop manually four indexes,
middle, ring and little fingers from dorsal hand surface. This
has been shown in Figure (4). ROI of finger knuckle and

Fig. 4. Index, middle, ring and little fingers from dorsal hand

finger nail extracted from cropped finger, to extract knuckle
region we first decide reference point on cropped single finger
image where maximum knuckle crease oriented. Orientation
of crease appear in cropped dorsal finger image is large in
middle knuckle of each finger. Local crease orientation is
usually specified for a block rather than at every pixel [9,
10]. Local crease orientation at pixel [x, y] is the angle
θxy theta xy that the knuckle crease, crossing through an
arbitrary small neighborhood centre at [x, y], that form with the
horizontal axis. Gradient base approach is a simple and most
used approach. Hence to calculate creases appear in dorsal
finger image, we used gradient base approach. Divide image in
non-overlapping block of size W x W. In this proposed method,
W is set equal to 17.Compute the gradient of each pixel. The
gradient �(x, y) at pixel of image I is a two domination vector
[dx(u, v), dy(u, v)] We compute crease orientation θij using

following equation:

θij = 90o +
1

2
atan2(2Gxy, Gxx −Gyy)

Gxy =
8∑

h=k=−8

�x (xi + h, yj + k) .�y (xi + h, yj + k)

Gxx =
8∑

h=k=−8

�x (xi + h, yj + k)
2

Gyy =
8∑

h=k=−8

�y (xi + h, yj + k)
2

(1)

Where atan2 is four-quadrant inverse tangent, we consider
maximum orientation of each block of size WxW and decide
maximum oriented pixel of that block as reference point to
crop ROI of knuckle print. The reference point and cropped
knuckle ROI are shown in Figure (5). During this process we

Fig. 5. Cropped Knuckle ROI using reference point

found that extraction of ROI this algorithm is slightly incorrect
for less informative dorsal hand to extract ROI of knuckle. On
the other hand of ROI extraction of fingernail we go through
some steps firstly we smooth the given Image by applying
Gaussian low pass filter, than image is converted in binary
form by using mean value of filtered image as a threshold
T. A threshold T is applied to the smooth image. The points
whose values greater than T are set to one as foreground while
the remaining data are set to 0 as background. The process of
fingernail ROI extraction from finger is shown in Figure (6).
The sample ROI extracted from four index, middle, ring and

Fig. 6. Finger-Nail ROI Extraction
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Fig. 7. Cropped ROI of Four index, middle, ring and little fingers

little fingers are shown in Figure (7). Once we extract ROI of
fingernail and finger middle knuckle from all four fingers we
further go for enhancement and feature extractions as shown
in Section 4 and Section 5.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION

A. Feature extraction of fingknuckle

In this paper we present MFCC as feature extraction
technique for image but there is need to transform finger-
knuckle image into single dimension and performed the feature
extraction same as with speech data. we used Fast Fourier
transform and Discrete Wavelet Transform for transforming
the image data into one dimensional signal. It gives promising
result also in the presence of additive noise. The basic and
popular formula of conversation of frequency f Hertz into Mel
is given in equation.

m = 2595log10

(
f

700
+ 1

)
(2)

1) Windowing: The windowing function mostly used for
minimization of the spectral distortion. Hamming window is
most commonly used for windowing and it has mathematical
form as.

Sk =

N−1∑
n=0

Sne
−j2πkn/N (3)

where k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ......, N

2) Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): The FFT is an effi-
cient algorithm to compute the Discrete Fourier transformation
and inverse DFT [14]. Transformation decomposes the original
signal into its frequency and amplitude component.

w(n) = 0.54− 0.46Cos

(
2πn

N − 1

)
(4)

where 0≤n≤N − 1 The w(n) is a complex number there
absolute frequency value be consider. The Mel filter bank is
used for Mel frequency warping.

3) Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT): Using log, the log-
arithm of spectrum calculated and calculated log spectrum by
passing through the DCT the resultant feature set is called Mel
frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC).The Mel frequency
spectrum coefficient is real number so it needs to convert time
domain using discrete cosine transformation. The mathematical
operation of DCT is as follows:

Cn

k∑
k=1

(logSk)Cos

[
n

(
k − 1

2

)
π

k

]
(5)

Where n = 1, 2, 3, 4...k − 1, n is number of coefficient and
C(n) is Mel frequency cepstral coefficient, following figure
shows MFCC Feature of finger-knuckle.

Fig. 8. MFCC Feature of finger-knuckle

B. Feature extraction of fingernail

The finger-nail having morphological feature such as shape,
size and angle of curve but as the feature varies as per age
group so, in this paper we are concentrate on basic decom-
posable feature. Pre-processed fingernails decompose using
wavelet up to second level. After wavelet decomposition we get
approximation as well as detail feature set, from approximation
and detail feature set we concatenate the both feature in single
scale feature using mean operation. The detail level features
are shown in figure (9).

Fig. 9. The detail coefficient

C. Fusion strategies

The Feature level fusion integrates the feature set of
multiple modalities of biometric. In this paper we used
two modalities of biometric finger knuckle and fingernail.
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Let F = {f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, ............, fn} be an ex-
tracted feature of finger knuckle using MFCC and S =
{s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, ............, sn} is an extracted feature of
finger nail using wavelet decomposition. The fused feature vec-
tor is X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, ............, xn} obtained by
augmenting normalize feature vector and performing feature
selection on resultant fused feature vector. Features extracted
from finger knuckle and fingernails are combining using fea-
ture level fusion scheme, this feature level fusion is performed
by concatenating the two feature sets. Using MFCC of finger
knuckle we got single feature vector of size 12x1 and feature
set of fingernail having 2x1 in size and fusion of this two
vectors we got 14x1 single feature vector.

D. Neural Net as Classifier

We choose Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with a back
propagation learning algorithms for the proposed system. The
MLP neural network has feedforword architecture within input
layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer [11 12 13 14].
A typical back propagation network with Multi-layer, feed-
forward supervised learning is as shown in the figure (10)
During first stage of weights initialization some small random

Fig. 10. Multilayer perceptron

value are assigned. Each input unit receives the input signal
xi and forward towards hidden layer. Hidden layer sums its
weighted input signals as,

yin = b+
n∑

i=1

xivij (6)

Where yin is response of output unit, b is a bias,xi is a input
training vector and vij is a bias on hidden unit j. Relative
activation function is

Zj = f(yin) (7)

And it sends signals towards output layer. During the back
propagation stage error is calculated as,

δk = (tk − yk)f(yin) (8)

Where tk output target vector and yk is output unit k. Each
hidden unit sums its delta inputs from units in the layer above
as:

δin =
m∑

k=1

δjwjk (9)

Where δj is error at hidden unit, wjk is weights at hidden
layer. Whereas error is calculated as:

δj = δinf(yin) (10)

At the end each output unit updates its bias and weights as,

wnew = wold +�wij

bnew = bold +�bij (11)

Where wnew, bnew are new weights and new bias wold, bold
are old weights and old bias and �wij and �bij are weight
correction and bias correction respectively. The stopping con-
dition is error minimization.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

We have collected dorsal hand images from 100 subjects
using a HP Color Laser Jet CM1312 MFP Series PLC6 low
cost scanner in our Multimodal biometric laboratory. Generally
all subjects were from Dept of CS and IT, Dr.B.A.M.University
campus, having age group between 22 to 25 years. Each
subject provided three images of right dorsal hand and three
images of left dorsal hand. Time gap between collecting second
and third impression were 10 days. Hence we had database
(100x3 Right dorsal hands and 100x3 left dorsal hands)
images. So, our database (called KVKR-Knuckle) consists
of a total of 600 dorsal hand images. We conduct extensive
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of
the proposed system. We presented an algorithm to extract
ROI of finger knuckle and finger nail. Once the training
is completed, we have to check the network performance.
The validation performance reached at minimum iteration 18
which has been shown in figure (11). The training process

Fig. 11. Best validation performance of proposed multimodal biometric
system

has been stopped at 24 epochs, i.e. 6 more iteration before the
training stopped. The validation and test curves are very similar
hence performance is high. If the test curve had increased
significantly before the validation curve increased, then it
is possible that some over fitting might have occurred. The
best validation performance of multimodal biometric system
is shown in figure (11).The next step in validating the network
is to create a regression plot, which shows the relationship
between the outputs of the network and the targets. Here we
can see network outputs and the targets are nearly equal hence
we can say that performance of our system is high. The result
is shown in the following regression plot Figure (12). The
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Fig. 12. Regression Plot Represent the Training, Validation, Testing and All
Data

four axes represent the training, validation, testing and all data.
Where dotted line show the perfect results that show the output
equal to target. The solid line represents the best fit linear
regression line between outputs and targets. The R value is an
indication of the relationship between the outputs and targets.
If R = 1, this indicates that there is an exact linear relationship
between outputs and targets. If R is close to zero, then there
is no linear relationship between outputs and targets. In above
figure training axes having Value R=0.996 which is near to
1 and also in axes validation, test and all having value R=
0.878, 0.933, 0.959 respectively which are also near to 1 hence
results indicates strong linear relationship between the targets
and outputs. Following Table I describe the detail of training
validation as well as accuracy. If the training sample increases
definitely accuracy increase with some difference increment of
time.

TABLE I. THE COMPARATIVE STRUCTURE OF ACCURACY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 70 10 30 25 4 85
2 80 15 35 20 5 89
3 90 5 50 15 7 97

where 1-Sr. No, 2-Training in %, 3-Validation %,4-Testing in %, 5-Number of Hidden
Layers, 6-Time elapsed in Second, 7-Accuracy in %

V. CONCLUSION

Multimodal biometric systems are found to be more reli-
able, robust and accurate systems as compare to uni modal
biometric systems. The fusion at feature level can give more
accurate results than score level and decision level due to the
less information at these levels, but fusion at feature level
found to be difficult. In this work we have done fusion of
finger-knuckle and fingernail at feature level. The features
extraction from finger-knuckle and fingernail are performed
using MFCC coefficient. The performance of the system 97
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